Job-Hunt.org’s
Job Search and Career Experts Program

Write for Job-Hunt.org

Gain exposure, credibility, and authoritative “link juice”

Designated Forbes Best of the Web for Job Hunting continuously since 2002, selected as one of the three top sites for people seeking work by U.S. News & World Report in 2007 and by Readers’ Digest in 2009, Job-Hunt provides directories of over 17,000 links to job search and career resources plus hundreds of articles on related topics, continuously expanded and updated.

Job-Hunt.org averages over 400,000 visits by job seekers every month.

Job-Hunt.org is a widely-respected source of job search and career information with over 40,000 in-bound links sending traffic and credibility.

Job-Hunt has been quoted and recommended by industry icons Joyce Lain Kennedy and Richard N. Bolles.


Benefit to you

Over 40 Experts write for Job-Hunt.org in their areas of job search or career expertise.

• Job-Hunt Experts are listed on Job-Hunt’s home page.
• Every week, 3 or 4 Experts appear at the top of Job-Hunt’s home page with their latest articles.
• Each Expert has a Bio page, describing their Expert qualifications and linking directly to each of their articles as well to their website, blog, book, and other permanent online material.
• Each Expert receives full credit for their article in an About This Author paragraph at the bottom of each article.

Normally, the articles and these benefits do not disappear when the Expert stops writing, as long as at least 6 articles have been published.

How the Job-Hunt Expert Program Works

Each Job-Hunt Expert “owns” their job search or career-related topic and submits one article each month.

Each article must be:
• Between 300 and 1,000 words
• The Expert’s original work
• Unpublished elsewhere on the Web
• Written in a factual, how-to, non-promotional journalism-style

If you are interested, contact Susan P. Joyce, publisher and editor.

Susan@Job-Hunt.org